BRAUER
They have also been obtained recently by D. Gorenstein and J. Walter r-51 by a combination of the methods used here with methods of 1l. Suzuki. It should be mentioned that Gorenstein and Walter have now succeeded in determining all 2-core-free groups with dihedral Sylow 2-group. This result goes, of course, far beyond what WC arc doing here, and depends on much more difficult and complicated methods. In Section YIII, we consider quasidihedral 2-groups. Finally, in Section IS ah&an p-groups 1' arc considered with a restricting condition on 91(P).
In all these cases, wc have two types of results. The first ones are concerned with the values of the characters for the 2-singular elements of G (or, the p-singular elements in Section IS). 'I'liese results may serve as illustrations for the general dcvclopmcnts in Part I, Section \:. These formulas then arc used to obtain approximate formulas for the group orderg. For the sake of simplicity we consider only the principal block, but the same work can be done with the other blocks. We have also concentrated our attention on the cases in which G does not contain a normal subgroup of index 2. One can give a great number of corollaries. Some of them appear as Remarks in Section \'. The same ideas could have been used in other Sections.
Notation.
The notation used is the same as in Part ISection II. We shall denote by cH(S) the order of the centralizer KH(S) of a set S in a group H. If H is the full group G investigated, we often write c(S) for c,(S) and K(S) for C,(S). The subgroup of G generated by a subset S of G is denoted by ,:S'>. We use the abbreviation S,,-group for "Sylow p-subgroup".
The conjugate class of an element x in a group G is denoted by ccZ&).
II. THE BASIC FORMULAS
Let G be a finite group of order g and let yr , ya be two fixed elements, equal or distinct. For c E G, let u(u) d cnote the number of ordered pairs (E, 7) of elements of G, for which (17 = '3, E E caY1)~ rl E CC4dY2).
(2.1)
Then u(u) is the coefficient with which the class sum belonging to ccl,(o) appears in the product of the class sums belonging ccZ,(y,) and ccZo(ya).
As is well known, ~(0) can be expressed by the irreducible characters x,, = I, Xl > -..> xlc-i in the form (2.2) where xi is the degree of xi, xi = x,(l), Assume now that G has even order R and choose yr and y1 as involutions. Then 5 and 7 in (2.1) are involutions too and we have
Hence, E and 7 belong to the extended centralizer K*(O) of (5, (cf. II, Section IV).
Let p be a fixed prime dividing g and let 7~ be a p-element of G. Choose o as an element with the p-factor n, i.e., as an element of the form 0 =p XP where p is a p-regular element of C%(n). Then (2.3) implies that 4, 7 E K*(n).
Consider now a fixed subgroup G of G with
The intersections cc/,(y,) n G are disjoint unions of conjugate classes of G, say ccZ,(y,) n CT =: u ccb(yf)); ccl&) n e = u cc&(y,'"').
(2.4) P Y
If ~Jo) has the same significance for G and ccZ&yf)), r+(y$) as a(u) had for G and ccZ,(y,), ccZ,(yJ, By (2.2), a(np) can be expressed by x0 , x1 , Likewise, GJrp) can be expressed by the irreducible characters zO -= 1, J& , . . of G. Since the values of characters for involutions are real (even rational) we find:
with ,cj = Fj(l). This holds for all p-regular p E K(n). Use I, (5.3) to express xi(rp) by means of the members &" of basic sets & for the various p-blocks b of E(n) and the corresponding decomposition numbers dTa of G. Likewise, express z3(rp) by the &" and the decomposition numbers d;' of G. Since the resulting formula holds for all P-regular p E K,(V) = Kc(n) and since with ,A and v ranging over the same values as in (2.4) . This holds for each x If C," belongs to the block b of C(n), then dg = 0, except when xz belongs to R -~= 11". cf. I, (2.6). Likewise, 8; ~~ 0, except when zj belongs to the block B m= b" of e. Hence it suffices to let x1 range over the irreducible characters in Rand fj over the irreducible characters in 8. \Vc have now shown:
Ijet G be a group of ecen order g. Let rr be a p-element of C;.for some prime p dividing g and let (? be a subgroup of G with i: 2 K*(n). Let B be a fixed p-block of G. Let p be a p-regular element of K(n). Multiply our formula with $,W(p) and add over all da" t& for all p-blocks b of K(n) with b" =: R. Then for i?
b", we have I?" = 6" = B. Conversely, if ij is a p-block of (?' with BG :=-H, and if not each gj E B vanishes for all elements 7~ with p-regular p E K(r), then by I (2.6), there exist blocks b of Cc(r) with b" -= fl and then b" =-R. WC obtain: 'I'MEOKEM (2B). Let G, G, r, yI , yl! have the same signi$cance as iiz (2A).
[f B is a fixed p-block of G, then, for all p-regular elements p of K(T), a>here on the left, xi ranges over all irreducible characters in B and, on the right, gj ranges over all irreducible characters of e zuhich belong to p-blocks B of e with I?' = B.
III. APPLICATION OF THE BASIC FORMULAS
The following results are obtained by a somewhat crude application of the preceding results.
THEOREM (3A). Let G be a group offinife even order g, let y1 and:y, be two involutions of G, let v be a p-element of G fog some prime p, and let G 2 K*(rr) be a subgroup of G; 1 G / = R. For an-v -4 -sx I, at least one qf the ,follo7cb~~ two possibilities OCCUYS:
There exists an approximate formula for g:
Hevr, w depends only on i: and the intersections G n ccl,(yJ, e n cci,(y,).
Case II. There exists a normal subgroup N of G with R,G C NC G such that
Here, p" is the exact power of p diziding g and pnL is the exact power qf p dividing I Ebb. The expression yo(pm) depends only on p"'.
Proof. Choose b in (2A) as the principal p-block and use a basic set C#Q, with 1 E &, , say q5,," = I. By I, 'Theorem 3, the blocks B = b" and B =~ b" arc the principal blocks of G and e, respectively. Apply now (2A) with n == 0. Set (3.3) with xi ranging over B and fi ranging over B. Then z(: depends onlv on -is and the intersections of e with ccl,(y,) and ccl,(y,), cf. (2.6). If (A -1)/A < .z < (A + 1)/A, (3.4) clearly (3.1) will hold.
Suppose then that (3.4) does not hold. The term of z with i = 0 is 1, smce x0 is the principal character. Let x, be the minimal degree of characters xi q ,Q in B. It follows that BlL4UEH Using Lagrange's inequality, 1(5.4), and 11(3.1), we obtain where y&"') has the same significance as in I, Section 1'. Corollary 7. Now the same method as in the proof of II, 'I'heorem 3 leads to the result of Case II.
For p -7 2 it follows from II (3.6), (3.2) and (3.5) that h(G, yJ .< / qyi) : Rjqy,),. where li is the number of conjugate classes of G contained in ccl,(y,), i = 1, 2. For p == 2, (3.5) can he replaced by
Proof. It follows from (2.6) and Lagrange's inequality that 'I'he second sum on the right is less than I since There exists a bound ,B(n, t) depending on two parameters n, t with the following prpoperty: If y is an ivzolution of a siwzple group G of order g = 2"g, with odd g, and if 1 K(y) : R, K(y)1 = t, then
Proof. Apply the theorem with n =yi =yy :-= y, e = Kc(y), zJ : 2. In the case I, (3. I) and (3.5*) imply that (3.7) will hold if P(n, t) -3 2y,,(2n1)1/2, where 2" here is the exact power of 2 dividing t. If we have Case 11, then N :: 1, and (3.2") reads
If we choose j!?(n, t) as the maximum of these expressions for m = 1, 2, . . . . II, then (3.7) holds.
Corollary (3C) had been anticipated in the proof of II, Theorem 6 in order to obtain II (9.12). In the notation used there, t < p and 2" < /L. ~OROLLARP (3D). If in Theorem (3A4*), the groups K(yl), K(y,,) aye solvable, then (3.2*) can be replaced by (G : N) < f(n, -4) where f is a function of n und A alone. This is an immediate consequence of II, Section III, Lemma 2. Arguments quite similar to the ones used above can also be applied in connection with (2B). The decomposition numbers d," and a& are replaced by xdvP) ad %(v), respectively. Observe that if x ranges over the principal block of G, by 11: Section III: c I Xi(7rP) (2 = h(G, TJ) =~-x(G(+ P).
In giving estimates for w, use 1 zj(xp) / .< lj. We obtain THEOREM (3E). Let G, r, y1 , y2 , G and 13 have the same signijicance as in (3A). If p is a p-rgular element of G, zLe hazle at least one of the ,following two possibilities:
Case I. The approximate formula (3.1) holds z&h w depending on e, e n ccl&~,), G n ccl,(y,) and p. Moreover, ZD " 1~!'l~J2 zchere I,, 1, have the same sign$cance as in (3B). For p = 2, we have zc _ _ 1.
Case II.
There exists a normal subgroup N qf G with R, _C :V c' G such that
Note that by II , Section III:
and, for p = 2, There exists a function ,E(n, A) depending only on n and A such that at least one of the following two statements is true: Cuse 1. g < P(n, Xk3. If we have Case II, then as in the proof of II, Theorem 4, we can find two characters xi , xz in B,, such that if AV8 is the intersection of their kernels, G : I\'~ i lies below a bound depending only on n and A. If Nz still contains some yj we can continue, and so on. Since H, contains at most 22n characters, this process must terminate after Y < 2'" steps. If we have Case I for N, , then :V7r ~ < 2c3 and (3.8) holds for suitable choice of P(n, A). The other possibility is that N,. does not contain any element yr , . . ..yr . If we set If := XT, then (3.9) ho!ds for suitable choice of /3(n, A). We have NL) R,G, cf. I, Section III, Theorem 1.
COROLLARY (3H). 1f in (3G), y1 , yn , .., y,. are chosen as the imolutions in the center z(P) of the Sylou! 2-group P of G, then
Indeed, if we apply (3G), the Sylow 2-subgroup Q = N n P of I-T meets :3(P) in (1). Since Q (1 P, then Q .~= 1. Hence H I is odd, and this implies H = R,G.
COROLLARY (31). Let G be a jinite group with the Sylow 2-group P. For each normal subgroup Q of P, set S(Q) = si,KQ. There exist a function f(n, s) of two arguments n, s with thefollowingproperty:
If 1 P ! = 2" and if 1 C(Q)1 < s for all Q CJ P, then / G ~ < f(n, s). (31) represents a slight refinement of a recent result of John C;. Thompson [7] . Indeed, each G(Q) for 0 c-1 I-' is a 2-signalizer of G, since S(Q) has odd order and S(Q) is normalized by P. (b) C(X) = -1, ifx is real, but if X is not similar to a representation in R. In this case, the degree x =-x(l) must be even.
(c) C(X) = 0, if x is nonreal.
For u E G, the number N(a) of elements 7 E G with 9 = 0 is given by N(a) = C4Xi)XiW (4.2) with the sum extending over all irreducible characters xi of G.
THEOREM (4A). Let G he a group off; nz 't e order, let n be a p-element of G for some prime p and let G 1 K(V) b e a subgroup of G. For each member &" of a basic set +b of a p-block of K( rr and for the corresponding decomposition )
numbers dye and djTe of G and G respectively, we have
where go , & , . . . again denote the irreducible characters of G.
The proof is quite analogous to that of (2A). We only have to note that any solution 'T of 72 = rrp belongs to K(x). Also, the method leading to (2B) can be applied and yields: THEOREM (4B). Let G, r~, p and G be as in (4A). If B is a p-block of G, then for every p-regular element p of E(T), (4.4) where on the left, xi ranges over B and, on the right, gi ranges over the irreducible characters j& of G which belong to p-blocks B with 8" = B.
REMARK (4C). If IV(,) = 0, the right hand sides of (4.3) and (4.4) can be replaced by 0. This can only happen for p = 2.
LVe use (4.1) to prove a rather peculiar special result.
THEOREM (4D).
Assume that the finite group G of even order g has an irreducible character x of a degree x which is divisible (I) by the full contribution 2" of the prime 2 to g, (2) by the full contribution pacn) to g of each odd prime p for which there exist elements of order 2p in G. Then G has only one class of involutions. For each involution J of G, E(J) is a Hall subgroup of G of order x, In particular, x is not divisible by odd primes p for which no elements of order 2p exist. Finally, C(X) = I.
Proof. Write (4.1) in the form
where in the first sum on the right, 0 ranges over the elements of even order.
Since every element of odd order has a unique square root in G, u2 in the second sum can be replaced by 0. Since x # x0 , the equation (x, x0) := 0 yields
Our assumptions imply that x has defect 0 for 2 and for each odd prime p for which elements of order 2p exist. Hence, for the terms of the sum in (4.5), X(U) = 0. Likewise, x(0") -:-0, except when 0 is an involution in which cast ~(9) = x. If G contains m involutions, we obtain g<(x) = mx.
This shows already that C(X) :-1. F or each involution J of G, certainly no zi g/c(/) and hence c(J) X. Since our assumptions imply that c(J) divides X, we have c(J) = X, and I cc/(J)1 ~ tn. Yom all the statements are evident.
Remarks.
As examples, we may mention the groups PSL(2, 4). We may also remark that if G is a UT-group in the sense of 1I. Suzuki [6] , then G is of deficiency class 1 for 2, I, Section ITT. Our result shows that if G has characters x of 2-defect 0 (i.e., if G is not of deficiency class 0), these characters x have all degree 2" and G has one class of involutions.
As first special case, we consider groups G of an order g == 4g0 with an odd g, . If G does not have a normal 2-complement, the S,-group P of G is elementary abelian. Moreover (cf. II, Section VI, Proposition 6), G has onlyone class of involutions. The principal 2-block B, consists of four characters x0 = 1, xi , xr , x3 . There exist signs E, = ris 1 such that, for all 2-singular elements 5 of G, At least one of the ci in (5.2) must be +I and one must be -1, say E, = I, 6X -= --1. Set Ed -= 6 = *l.
In the case 6 = I, we can apply (4B), (4C). Since J is not a square in G, we find
Ll'ith xa , the conjugate character x3 belongs to B, , cf. I, Section III, Lemma 2. It follows from (5.4) that x:3 = xj and, as xi3 is odd, I = 1. Now (5.6) shows that xi cannot be real and that we must have z1 =m x2 . In particular, .x, := .x2. If we set xx _ 9, x1 := (r/ -I)/2 by (5.3). Then (5.5) reads g = 8g(g -l)(g + ~))"c(J)~c(P)-~.
Since gxi( J)j(c( J)xi) is an algebraic integer for i = 1, 2, 3, it follows from (5.1) and (5.5) that (q + I)/4 is an integer dividing c(J)/,(P). We now have
(5B). Suppose that in (5A), E,E~E~ = ---1. If the notation is chosen such thut cg y= ~ 1 and ;f we set q m= x3 _ -1 (mod 4), ret' /lac(, f(J) = mr(P)(q + I)/4 with integral m. Then g (myP);4)(y:i 4)!2.
If in the case 6 = ~ 1 we have x2 =_ sa and if we set q = .x1 , \ve can rewrite (5.5) in a similar manner. It follows as a corollary of deep results of Gorenstein and 6:alter (cf. the Introduction) that the degrees .yz and .va are always equal. However, no direct proof seems to be available. If the SD-group P is known explicitly, the decomposition numbers can bc discussed by the methods of I, Section V. If g is even, for each type (I, Section V, Theorem 8) much more precise results than (3A) can be obtained. In the following sections this will be done for certain groups P. In order to avoid repetitions, we collect here a number of remarks. The p-block B will always be taken as the principal p-block B,, .
1. As in I, Section V, we speak of a column a for R if with each xi E B, there is associated a complex number, the "entry" for xi . TVe shall denote this entry by (a), (or if the character is denoted by $j), by (a)(i)). For two columns a and 6, the inner product (a, b) is defined as The entry for the principal character x0 is given by We assume that we have a subgroup N2 Q of Q(Q) and a subset C/i of Q such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(\?a).
If n E U is G-conjugate to 5 EP, then 5 E ti and t and x are AT-conjugate.
(VIb) For each r E U, Kc(r) has a normal p-complement. (VIc)
For each 7 E U, there exists an S,,-group P,, of K,(n) such that K,V(n) = PO~&), Q = P, r\ K&J); (P,, may depend on n). It follows from II, Section III, It follows from (6.1) and (6.2) that (6.7)
Pi 7 X(P)) = 0 (for p-regular p E G). 
VII. GROUPS WITH A DIHEDRAL &-GROUP
In this section, G will be a finite group with a dihedral &-group P == (0, 7, $-* -, 72 = I, 7-107 Yzz u-1 For oA f 1, J the cyclic group S is an &-group of K(aA). Hence by Burnside's theorem, K(c?) has a normal 2-complement.
Moreover, if 4' and 0" are conjugate in G, a Sylow group argument shows that they are conjugate in Y?(S). Since %(S)/&(S) is a 2-group, it is necessarily of order 2. It follows that !R(S) = (K(S), T> and this implies that up = ~9". Hence G-conjugate elements of S are P-conjugate. This is trivially true for 0" = 1 or J.
Thus the only fusions of P-classes in G can occur between cclp(]), CCZ~(~), CC~~(T'). Set 9 = 9(G), P* = P*(s), cf. II, Section II. If 7 and 7' were G-conjugate, but not 7 and J, we would have P* == ':P', 7 -lr') -= S. There would then exist a normal subgroup H of index 2 of G with the cyclic S,-group S. But then H has a normal 2-complement HJ1 and this would be a normal 2-complement of G. This is impossible as I'* f P'.
If we allow interchanging 7 and T', we have to consider the following three cases:
Case I. J, 7, T' are G-conjugate Case II. J and 7' are G-conjugate, but not J and 7.
Case 1Z1. J, T, 7' lie in three distinct G-classes.
We have P* :=: P in the Case I; P* ~-:~ \ 02, 7':' in the Case II; P* = P' in the Case III. Hence in the Case I and only in that case, there does not exist a normal subgroup of index 2 of G. In the Case 111 and only in that case, there exists a normal 2-complement of G. We first show LEMRIA (7A).
[f G has a dihedral S:-group t', then E,(n) has a normal 2-complement for every 2-element x f 1.
Proqf. It suffices to take no P. If n has order more than 2, then T = 0" f I, J and the statement has already been shown. If rr = J, then O(J) has the S,-group P. Since J is not "fused" in K(/), WC have here Cast III and hence K(J) has a normal 2-complement. If T is an involution different from /, we may assume that 7~ is not G-conjugate to J, Then K(T) has the &-group Kp(n) -= in, J> of order 4. Since 7~ is not fused here, we have again a normal 2complement, cf. Section Y. It follows from (7A) that in order to know the values of characters ,y, t B, for 2-singular elements t it suffices to know xp(n) for TT $ 1 in I-', cf. Section VI, 5. \t:e shall determine these X,,(T).
R:e work with columns for the principal block B -= B, and USC the same notation as in Section \;I, 3. We take 0 ~~ S, 1%' P, C: ~~= S -~ (1). Let We shall assume now that we have Case I. Since we know x(n) here for all rr -,& I in P, we can apply the argument in Section VI, 5. This yields: We can also find a basic set $8 for the block B = B, . The method of I, Section \', p. 165 shows that 4, consists of three functions. Now (7.3) shows that the three functions 4" = 1, & = 6,x(", & = 6, = 6,x2 can serve as a basic set. (More precisely, the restrictions of the functions to the set of 2-regular elements p should be taken.) The formulas (7.3) also give the corresponding decomposition numbers. 'I'he Cartan invariants are obtained by means of I (5.4). This leads to the result: COROLLARY (7E). In the Case I, the functions 1, 6,x'n, 6,x2 can serve as N basic set. The matrix of Carfan invariants then is (7.6) \Ve now come to the applications of (2A). We takey, := ya = J, G m= e,(j). Since c has the &-group P, (7A) holds for the group G. We use here the same notation as for G with tilda signs added. Since e has a normal 2-complement, we can identify the principal block of i: with that of P 'v (?/5&G. It follows that xi f 8, , and we have: THEOREM (7F). In the Case I, we have:
We may also use the colum 6, -br instead of b, . An analogous computation yields Consider now Case II. We have here an additional class consisting of 2-elements, the class CC&(T). It follows from (7A) and (6.12) that (xcT), ~('1) = 4. Since xi +Y xi(J) = xi(~) (mod 2), (7B) shows that, for 0 < i < 3, the degree xi is odd and then, xi(~) is odd. Hence xi(~) -= &l for 0 zg i < 3, X("(T) = 0 for all j. Since (b, , X(T)) = 0, xi(r) = -6, . Then (6, , X(T)) = 0 implies that Saxa = --&X.(T). H ere, x2 and x3 may be interchanged. We may therefore assume that X2(T) = --s, 7 x3(4 = 63 . Xl(P) = X2(P)> X3(P) = 1 (7.10) and, in particular, x1 = x, , x3 = 1. Now analogous arguments can be given as in the Case I. It will suflicc to state some of the results.
'I'IIEOREV (7J). In the Case II, x1 zz 6, + 2"+l, x = 26, + 27L+1 mod 2". The functions $O = 1, $I = S#) form a basic set fey B, and the coyresponding Cartan matrix is (7.11) Remarks 1. Methods similar to those discussed in the Remarks in Section V can bc used hem. We shall not go into details.
2. 'The character x1 is rational. Application of (4B), (4C) shows that either ~2 , x.. arc real and exactly one of 6, , 6, , 6, is +I or X2 = x3 , xz = x:: , 6, m-1, 6, 7 6, =-1.
3. Suppose that we have Case I and that ci = c(J, T) and c2 = c(/, 07) are not equal, say that ci cx. c2 . Set y == (cr -~ cz)"/(cl ---c~)~. If the notation is chosen such that xg < x2 , it can be shown that x3 < y( 1 -t 22'")( 1 -t-2P+') when 6, = 1 and that x2 << I (-6y or x, -' 3y when S, = ~-1. This can be used to prove that c2 < 3c, where in the case Si,G = I the equality sign holds only for G Y -JT .
VIII. GROIJPS WITH QUASI-DIHEDRAL S,-GROUP
The quasi-dihedral 2-group P = ~'0, 7 is defined by with tz 3 4. 1Vc use the abbrreviations As in the case of the dihedral group, 3(P) = ~J,, E" :~ ~\u~/, but since 7r2 = J, T' has order 4. We introduce the sets Y, = (&l, *3, . . . . + (29,--a --l) ), lr2 -= (2, 4, . , 2" * -2). (8.2)
The conjugate classes of P can be described as follows. There are 2'"m:' classes {a', JO-'} with h E Yi consisting of elements of order 2nm~1, 2nm~3 -1 classes {aA, u-"} with A E Yz , and finally the classes CCL,,(J), cclP(7), CC~~(T'), ccZP( I).
Let G now be a finite group with the &-group I'. As in the dihedral case, we see that e(o") has a normal 2-complement for 0' -# 1, /. Furthermore, two elements of 5' are G-conjugate only if they are f-conjugate.
It follows that we have the following cases for the fusion .P = .9(G).
Case I.
(J, 7) E 3, (F, 7') E .+.
(J, T) Qi 9. (F, 4) E 9.
Case III.
(J, T) E 3, (F, 7') $# 9.
Case IL'. (J, 7) $.F, (F, T') 6.9.
Set again P* = P*(.F).
Then P* = P (Case I); P* = <a2, 7') (Case II), p* = '\02, 7) (Case III); I'* -z P' (Case IV). In the Case I and only in that case, there does not exist a normal subgroup of index 2. In the Case IT' and only in that case, there exists a normal %-complement in G. Each column cB with /I f 1 has two nonzero entries and these are +I and --I. In each column orthogonal to b, the corresponding entries are equal. Our preceding results imply that the nonzero entries of cg cannot belong to any character previously discussed.
We also see that there is a character for which all cB have the same entry E = L-1. This character will be denoted by x(l). For each p f 1, there is a character x@) with (c&@ = E. \Ve now have identified 2" -" A 4 distinct characters of B, :
(8.8)
It remains to discuss b,". On comparing (8.5) and (8.7) and using our previous results, we can compute brJ mod ZLp3. This yields while all other entries are congruent 0. There are then 2'"m 2 $ 2 nonzero entries. Since (biJ, biJ) :_ 2n-" ~+ 2, all entries of brJ are 0, 1, ~~ 1, and for n z'-5, our congruences can be replaced by equalities. The same is true for n = 4 after possibly interchanging x(l) and x(+i'. This is seen easily by using (8.4) and the orthogonality of biJ with 6, , 6 ,. , and cB For any n, the columns b, , 6, , cB , b,:, brJ are orthogonal to x(p) for 2-regular p. This yields
In particular, for p = 1, we find E -:= 6, . AUl nonzero entries of our columns have been identified. If B, contained a character xr different from the characters (8.8), then (8.6) and (8.3) would show-that X,(T) = 0 for all n # 1 in S. This is impossible. Hence R, consists exactly of the characters (8.8).
Substituting in (8.6) and (8. Here, 6, , 6, , 6, are signs and ._t&" is a suitable character of the principal 2-block of Ko(J)i('J;; ~$~"(l) ~_ 2 -1 2nt2 (mod 2"~').
We have also shown THEoRERl (SB). If p is 2-regular, all x"'(p) are equal. In particular, all x(j) have the same degree. Furthermore,
In the Case II, we have to determine X(T). We have (X(T), X(T)) = 4. An argument analogous to that in Section VII yields THEOREM (SC).
In the Case II, 6, -:= ~~ 1, 6, = -S, . LYe have All other characters of B, vanish for 7. The same formulas hold for elements with the 2-factor T. For 2-regular p, x3(p) 1, x1(p) = x2(p). In particular, x3=1,x1 -=x2.
Assume now that we have Case I. Then in G = K(J), \v-e have Case II. \Ve use here the same notation as for G with tilda signs added. Since the principal block of G, G/f< J> may be considered as a subset of the principal block of G, we conlude that the kernels of z1 , zz, f:r contain J. If x(l)* has the same significance as above we have x(i)*(p) = Si L jjI(p) for 2-regular p t G; s,* -= 8, . LVe can therefore take (6 where m is the integer in (8.9) w ic h h t zs uniquely determined by ~r( J).
We can also use the column b, in (2A). Since 6, is a linear combination of column x(0") with odd h, and since then g" is not conjugate to o-A in G, the the right hand side of the equation is 0, (cf. II, Section IV, Proposition 4). We obtain 1 + S,m2!~, + 6,m2ixn + 6,/x, = 0.
Using the equation connecting 1, xi , 'wz , xg in (8B), we have x1x2 = m2x, .
Finally, we can use the column b, r-boJ in (2A) and obtain (8.12) (8.13) (8.14)
This can also be obtained from (8.11) and (8.13).
Write the formula for g in the form g = &J)"/c(/, 7)". It follows from (8D) that xi 2 2n-2 -1, x2 > 2nm2 -1, x3 ;:z 2+l -1. Likewise, by (8.10), lmi '> 2@ -1. By (8.13) X, > mx3 '/' for i = 1 or for i = 2. If we use (8.11) or (8.14) accordingly, we obtain easily a numerical bound /3(?z) which depends only on n such that /1 -1 / <P(n) . For n---f a, P(n) --f 0. We always have 213 < p < 4!3.
In the Case 11, the corresponding method yields x1 = ma,*, 6, = St*. We may also apply here (2B) with i: ;: O(J), yi = /, ys = T. This yields THEOREM (8F). [f we have Case II fov G, then g = c2(+(J)Ic(/, q.
As a final result, we prove COROLLARY (8G). If G is as in (8E), then h(G) < 36(4 + 2T1-2)ms.
In particular, there exist only finitely many core-free G with given m.
Proof. Since x1 , x2, xg are coprime, it follows from (8.13) that if t, is the greatest common divisor of x, and xj , we can set x1 = t,,t,,z,", x2 = 2&,z,". On account of the relation for the xi , (8.13) can be written in the form (m2 -1)x, = (xi + S,x,)(r, + 6,x,). Hence m" -1 = (L,,zr" + S&(t,,z," + S,t,,).
Since t,,z," < m2, t,,z," < m", we find t,, < 2m", t,, < 2mz and then In Section IX, we consider a group G of order g with an SD-group P such that the following conditions arc satisfied (p an odd prime or p = 2).
(IL) I' is abelian; I' / 1.
(IXb) !R(P),'K(I') is cyclic of order 1~ + I. We can apply the remarks in Section VI, 3 with Q = P, N = 'S(P), I-= I' ~--{ 1:. We set iv = \ K(P), Tj.
(9.1)
If n t C;, our conditions imply that O,(T) = K,(P). It follows easily that the assumptions (Via), (VIb), (VI c are satisfied. We use the same notation as ) in Section VI. The class of N-associates of an irreducible character $Q f I of 1' has m members. If we choose a set of representatives pj for these classes, the set X of indicesj consists of members. We then have r columns bj , jt S, and (6.5) yields (bi , bj) = m + Sij, (i, j E X).
If h is a fixed index in x' and if we set c, = bj -6, forj E ik' -{A), wc have (G t cj) = l + sij t (i, j E X ~ (A)).
It is now easy to discuss the form of the columns c, and bi ; cf. also [3] , Section 2. This leads to the following results:
'I'IIEOREM (9A). Assume that G satis$es the assumptions (IXa), (IXb), and (MC) for some prime p. The principal p-block B, consists of Y = (/ P /--1)/m "exceptional" characters x(j), (j E A), and s ,< m "nonexceptionul" characters x0 = 1, Xl > ..., xspl such that for p-singular elements 5 with the p-factor T E P, we hase ~"'(0 = d -t S 2 #jp(n), (j E X); xi(t) = ai > (i == 0, 1, . . . . S ~ 1).
Here M is a residue system of (32(P) mod K(P) 
